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between medical terms has been widely studied. For example,
relations between diseases and durgs [2], relations between
diseases and genes [3] and drug-drug interactions [4] were also
extracted. In these researches, the medical terms were usually
predefined. Therefore, most researches extract relations from
limited sources and formal documents, such as papers or
databases. To extend the applicability of these technologies to the
medical reports, descriptions in medical records or the Web to
find more information, automatic medical term extraction is
always the first research problem encountered. Hence, the related
techniques are indispensable.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the Sinica-Yuntech system (TeamID:
SinicaNLP) at the NTCIR-10 MedNLP task. Materials of the
MedNLP task are in Japanese. However, having only Chinese
resources and knowledge, we need to translate these materials
into Chinese. Two preprocessing approaches, different in the
timing of translation, were taken. One was to translate Japanese
sentences in to Chinese ones, and then to perform segmentation
and part of speech tagging on these Chinese sentences; the other
was to segment and tag parts of speech on Japanese sentences,
and then to translate the composite words. After knowing words
and their parts of speech, we identified symptoms and diseases by
a vocabulary matching approach. The Internet searching results
and parts of speech patterns were also utilized to recognize out of
vocabulary symptoms. After recognizing the targets in Chinese, a
reverse translation was performed in order to label the original
Japanese materials. We merged the tags from vocabulary
matching, Internet searching and pattern mapping to obtain the
performance of our best run: an f-score 53.88 and an accuracy
91.46.

MedNLP is a pilot task in NTCIR-10 [5]. The short-term
objective of this pilot task is to evaluate basic techniques of
information extraction in medical fields. We participated in the
complaint and diagnosis subtask, for which we should extract the
complaint and diagnosis from medical reports written by
physicians. As all our resources were in Chinese and experimental
materials were in Japanese, we tried to translate them into
Chinese and then extracted terms. Two methods which translated
materials in different timing were proposed. Terms extracted by
vocabulary matching, part of speech (POS) pattern matching, and
Internet searching were all collected to report final results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing –
Test analysis.

2. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Figure 1 shows the system flow of preprocessing first and then
translating, and Figure 2 shows that of translating first and then
preprocessing. Here preprocessing includes word segmentation
and POS tagging. As in Figure 1, if we translate after
preprocessing, we don’t have to translate the materials back to
Japanese as we have Japanese word tokens to be translated and
the final labeled Chinese string can be aligned to its original
Japanese word tokens. In Figure 2, we need to translate the
identified Chinese strings back into Japanese in order to search
these words in the original Japanese sentence for labeling.
Translation was performed by Excite Translate2, Google Translate
and Bing Translate. All translation results for each word were
used in vocabulary matching. The database for vocabulary
matching included 7,796 symptoms, 7,498 diseases, and 749
additional medical terms. All these terms were collected from
medical web pages3,4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Medical information management has drawn a lot of attention
recently1. In bioinformatics research domain, extracting relations
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Test
Materials

Searching will determine whether it should be included in the
answer set. What Internet Searching did was to query three
different strings: the concatenated phrase, the concatenated phrase
plus a suffix “ੱ” (symptom), and the concatenated phrase plus a
suffix “ੰ” (disease), and we then obtained the numbers of query
result num_p, num_s, and num_d respectively. After that, we
calculated the qualification degree qdeg by formula (1):
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N
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POS Patterns. From observations we have known that many
symptoms and diseases are compound nouns. POS patterns were
used to find these nouns. A total of 14 patterns were designed to
identify target strings. To use these patterns, first the
segmentation and part of speech tagging were performed by the
CKIP Chinese Segmentation System 6 [1]. The general nouns of
POS (Na) didn’t have to be in the database in order to be
concatenated, while words of the other POS must be found in the
database to be considered candidates for pattern matching. The
longest string matched to these patterns was labeled as the result
string. The matching process scanned from left to right, and then
the matched string was concatenated and its part of speech was
labeled as (Na). For example, (Na)(VC)(VH) matches the pattern
(Na)(VC) first, so the first two tokens were concatenated and
labeled as a (Na) string. Then the original string became (Na)(VH)
which matched another pattern and was labeled as one result
string. Figure 3 shows the information of POS patterns.

Results Tagging
(Result #A)

Figure 1. System Flow: Preprocess and Then Translate
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(Na) +: when tokens of POS (Na) appeared sequentially, they were
concatenated into one (Na) token.

Figure 2. System Flow: Translate and Then Preprocess

(N): (Nb, Ncd, Neu, Nep, Neqb, Ng, Nh, Nv)

We submitted two runs. Run 1 merged Result #A and Result #B,
while Run 2 reported only Result #B. As to identifying out of
vocabulary (OOV) symptoms and diseases, the major differences
between the approaches in two figures were Internet Searching
and the usage of POS Patterns. The details are described as
follows.

(Suffix): (ੱ,ੱংဂ,ੰ,ੰࢥ,ੰᡂ,ᕎ,ݹ,੶,,ዦ,,่ҡ,ም্,
ምᛖ,ӂং)
Figure 3. POS Patterns

3. EXPERIMENT RESULT

Internet Searching. In Figure 1, Japanese test materials were
segmented and POS tagged by MeCab 5 . We first concatenated
sequential nouns to generate a phrase for matching. In Vocabulary
Matching, if the concatenated phrase includes any terms in our
database, it was labeled as a result string. Otherwise, Internet
5

(1)

The larger the value of qdeg, the more possible that the phrase
itself is a meaningful term and is a symptom or disease without
the suffix. We set a threshold th 0.7, which was the heuristically
best value from a grid search when experimenting on the traning
data. If the value of qdeg was bigger than th, we labeled the
concatenated phrase as the result string.

Phrase +
Disease
Phrase

num _ p
(num _ s + num _ d ) / 2

Table 1 shows the experiment results of our system in NTCIR-10
MedNLP task. From Table 1 we found that when merging the
results of searching from the Internet and adopting POS patterns
for matching, recall was improved by 8.87 (20.1%) but precision
dropped only 2.91 (5.6%). From the results we can say that these
6
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two approaches for finding OOV targets are complementary
approaches which can find different symptoms and diseases.

4. ERROR ANALYSIS
As the gold standard for the testing set has not been released yet,
we analyzed the system errors on the training set. Generally
speaking, there were two kinds of errors found when applying our
approaches. One was related to the lack of knowledge in the
processing of foreign language materials as follows.

Table 1. Experiment Results
Run ID

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Accuracy

#1

54.75

53.03

53.88

91.46

#2

51.84

44.16

47.69

91.09

Difficulty of word matching in bi-directional translations.
When preprocessing after translation as in Figure 2, there were
difficulties to find the original Japanese terms for labeling after
targets were identified in their Chinese form. For example, “ഞ࿄
ੱ 㠎 ” was translated into Chinese as “ ഞ ࿄ ੱ ” and then
identified as a symptom. However when translated back into
Japanese, it was still “ ഞ ࿄ ੱ ” and the final annotation was
wrong though it was identified correctly.

Table 2, 3 and 4 show the performance while experimenting on
the training set. From these tables we can see that the
performance of Result #A+#B was better than Result #B and
Result #A was the worst, which were the same with the
performance on the testing set.

Change of word sense in bi-direction translations. Sometimes
the word sense would be altered after translations, which also
caused incorrect annotations. For example, “Ⴭ” was translated
into Chinese as “Ⴭ” or “⧋Ј” in two different translation tools,
respectively. However, when they were translated back into
Japanese, these two terms became “ ӗ 啹 ৲ ” and “ ӗ 啷 䬑 ”,
respectively, which have different meanings with the original
Japanese term.

Table 2. Performance on Training Set (Result #A)
#A
w/o
modality
All

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Accuracy

50.48

46.72

48.53

96.77

44.97

41.62

43.23

97.61

<c>

41.28

42.16

41.72

negation

58.81

39.09

46.96

suspicion

43.28

40.28

41.73

family

57.14

62.50

59.70

The other kind of errors was related to the approaches, in which
we did not enable the system to find some diseases or symptoms:
Symptoms with degrees or properties. We haven’t handled
these degrees or properties yet as they were general terms instead
of proper names. Symptoms have different properties and the
developed system will need to learn automatically to report them
correctly. Here are some examples: ੱݹϸ㟕ଯ㨭 (high value),
 ၸ  ܄ե Π (low),  לᥟ  ( ܄negative), ࠏ  ੱ 㠎 ෧ Ͽ
(decrease), Ѥަհག (cold).

Table 3. Performance on Training Set (Result #B)
#B
w/o
modality
All

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Accuracy

60.51

51.82

55.83

93.14

54.56

46.72

50.34

93.94

<c>

54.77

48.10

51.22

negation

53.35

41.07

46.41

suspicion

44.93

43.06

43.98

family

80.00

87.50

83.58

Diseases or symptoms composite of English, numbers or
punctuation marks. This kind of diseases or symptoms might be
segmented into two or more words in the pre-processing.
Therefore it is difficult to recognize them afterwards. For example,
́̏̎, ̌̅̌䁥ሜ㧅λϯ, ˿̌̇ଯ㨭, ੱ˨ɴ˩ය,
˟ࠠᑗֿੰ are those with English or numbers; “ဎѳڶǴ೬”
and “ ᑩໜǵ೬” contains punctuation marks and hence system
reported “ဎѳ ”ڶand “ᑩໜ”, respectively.
General disease or symptom categories. These terms were
reported by the system as false alarms. For example, In the
sentence ”ȘԾࡓઓ㱃سș௨ֿ嘘௨ߡም্Ǻ௨ֿ֚ᜤǵߡ
ઝǵଆҥ܄եՈ䖿喔喁”, “௨ߡም্” was reported wrongly by
the system; in the term “䈲႖ߐޤ喕ҡԪϯ”, “ҡԪϯ” was
reported wrongly by the system.

Table 4. Performance on Training Set (Result #A+#B)
#A+#B
w/o
modality
All

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Accuracy

62.41

66.34

64.32

95.26

55.46

58.95

57.15

96.00

<c>

55.10

61.26

58.02

negation

57.96

51.98

54.81

suspicion

41.86

50.00

45.57

family

68.18

93.75

78.95

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have developed a system to find complaint and
diseases in a foreign language, Japanese, for the MedNLP task in
NTCIR-10. We translated Japanese materials into Chinese,
process them, and translated them back into Japanese for
annotation. In the whole process, we suffered from cross-lingual
issues beside technical difficulties in this task, such as translation
errors, incapable to match, limited resources, and so on. However,
we still tried two different approaches of translating materials and
proposed a web search method to assist the identification of the
targets. Possible issues in processing foreign medical materials
were also reported.
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